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April 16, 2021 ($3,955)
Jean Nitchke, Marg McDougall, Marg Derbyshire, and Shannon Carter
“We’re all excited to support curling,” said Jean. “To win this is just a bonus.”
The competition is heating up at the Humpty’s Champions Cup, as teams vie for the coveted qualifying
playoff spots. Also heating up is Curling Alberta’s 50/50 raffle, and four lucky fans have clinched a prize
of their own in Friday night’s draw. Congratulations to Jean Nitchke, Marg McDougall, Marg Derbyshire,
and Shannon Carter for winning $3,955.
Family and good friends are at the heart of grassroots curling in Alberta. These four ladies are a
combination of both and have been buying tickets since the Tim Hortons Brier without missing a game.
Jean, Marg D., and Shannon frequently golf together, and curl out of the Medicine Hat Curling Club.
While Marg M. is not a curler, she is a passionate fan of the sport and loves watching it on TV.
Jean has been responsible for purchasing the 50/50 tickets each day, and had no idea they had even
won. “We’re all excited to support curling,” said Jean. “To win this is just a bonus.”
The foursome plans to continue buying 50/50 tickets with their winnings. “You can’t win if you don’t buy
a ticket,” laughed Jean.
Thank you, Jean, Marg, Marg, Shannon, and the thousands of fans for purchasing tickets in Curling
Alberta’s 50/50 raffles and Sharing the Love with Curling. We are grateful for your ongoing support to
create a lasting legacy for our sport and curling communities across Alberta.
50/50 tickets are available each game day of the Humpty’s Champions Cup and the Princess Auto
Players’ Championship. Tickets can be purchased from 9:00 AM – 10:00 PM MT at
https://curlingalberta.ca/5050-2/. (LL#570518)
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